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Editorial 

Revealing my primary prototype interest, another narrow gauge line with 

lots of modelling potential is featured this month, the Leek and Manifold, 

a short and short lived line which ran in Staffordshire in the UK.            

But as a Scot raised on Deeside who who saw many lines including the 

Deeside Railway closed in 1966 in terms of the Beeching cuts (a mile of 

the line has been re-established by the Royal Deeside Preservation 

Society - www.deeside-railway.co.uk/) I cannot let the re-opening of the 

35 mile long Borders Railway on the 9th September by Queen Elizabeth 

go unremarked. The icing on the cake was that the Queen travelled from 

Waverly station in Edinburgh to Tweedbank to perform the ceremony on 

a train pulled by Gresley A4 Pacific ‘Union of South Africa’!              

Some news for the locals is the Westville Civic Centre has been booked 

next year for the afternoon of the 27th May (set up) and all day 28th and 

29th as the venue for a model railway exhibition. It is hoped that some of 

the out of towners who missed visiting local layouts arising from the 
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cancellation of the Convention planned for last month will use the 

opportunity to come to Durban in May and perhaps visit some of the 

leading layouts then. There will also be an opportunity to ride the 

Umgeni Steam line as it operates on the last Sunday of the month. 

Finally there will be the usual opportunity for traders to sell their wares. 

Further information on the exhibition will be provided nearer the time. 

The Leek and Manifold Valley Light Railway                                                       

This was a fascinating line for several reasons. Firstly it was built to a 

gauge of 2’6”, a somewhat unusual gauge in the UK. Secondly there 

was a strong Indian influence on the line. Thirdly despite being 

engineered to a high standard, the line lasted only 30 years being 

opened in 1904 and closed in 1934. Fourthly the line was only just over 

eight miles long. Fifthly the primary ‘freight’ carried on the line was milk. 

Sixthly the entire rolling stock ‘fleet’ could be replicated with just 8 

wagons and 4 coaches. Seventhly the line was the first in the world to 

feature transporters enabling standard gauge wagons to be collected 

from the interchange at Waterhouses and delivered to standard gauge 

sidings along a narrow gauge track. My primary sources for this article 

are Wikipedia 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leek_and_Manifold_Valley_Light_Railway ,       

Keith Turner’s and Lindsey Porter’s books published in 1980 and 2000 

respectively and the ‘Bible’ on the subject, Robert Gratton’s 

comprehensive book “The Leek and Manifold Valley Light Railway” 

published in 2005 by RCL Publications.                                                                                                                                             

The motivation for the railway                                                                                              

Although there were limestone and copper quarries in the area and silk 

factories in Leek, the primary economic activity in the region was 

agriculture with dairy farming prominent. From 1919 a daily milk train ran 

from Waterhouses to London specifically for this traffic. So the 

motivation for the railway was to act as a feeder to the standard gauge 

at Waterhouses for the  transport of agricultural products and also the 

linking of rural communities by the provision of passenger services.                     

The Light Railways Act of 1896                                                                                               

In order to save construction costs the line was built to the rail standards 

provided by the Light Railways Act of 1896. Nevertheless the line was 

engineered to a high standard. The rails were inclined at an angle of 1 in 

20 with result the track never required serious maintenance.                        

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leek_and_Manifold_Valley_Light_Railway
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The Route 

 
The Indian connection 

This came about because the engineer appointed to build the line – 

Everard Richard Calthrop - was also the builder of the Barsi Light 

Railway a 202 mile 2’6” line in western India. This line incorporated a 

number of innovative concepts, including rail inclination, even axle 

distribution, pressed steel underframes, pressed steel Fox bogies using 

the Timmis system of double colied springs and most significantly 

transporter wagons. 

The Locomotives 

There were only two locos – no 1 E R Calthrop and no 2 J B Earle (the 

resident enginer). Both were built by Kitson and Co of Leeds as outside 

cylindered 2-6-4s, the first with that wheel configuration to run in Britain.  

Calthrop’s influence was evident with the installation of large headlights 

(never used) and likewise with fittings for cow catchers. They also had 

The North Staffordshire 

Railway’s standard gauge line 

ended at Waterhouses. From 

the interchange yard there the 

Leek and Manifold ran down the 

valley of the River Hamps to 

Beeston Tor and then up 

through the limestone gorge 

formed by the Manifold river to 

the terminus at Hulme End.  

In keeping with its role as a 

community link, there was a 

large number of stations (10) in 

a relatively short distance. Most 

were operated on a request 

basis. Two of the stations, 

Thor’s Cave (a local beauty 

spot) and Beeston Tor had 

refreshment rooms.  

All stations had sidings (some 

standard gauge) apart from 

Beeston Tor and Redhurst Halt.  

 

https://www.google.co.za/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCPqMxbTg-scCFUW0Ggodbh4DSg&url=http://ngruk.blogspot.com/2012/05/leek-manifold-valley-light-railway.html&psig=AFQjCNExnJLwI19HpPqmDz25hWLdjycZbw&ust=1442465374386309
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rerailing jacks adjacent to the smokebox. The locos definitely had a 

‘colonial’ appearance! 

 
The goods wagons 

There were three wagons built by the Leeds Forge Company. The first 

two (nos 1 and 2) being open wagons built specifically for the transport 

of loose milk churns. (300 churns were handled daily at Waterhouses) 

albeit it on holiday weekends they were fitted with benches and used to 

transport sightseeers to the local beauty spots such as Thors Cave. 

 
The third wagon (no 3, surprise, surprise) was a box van (identical to 

those supplied to the Barsi Railway except for a wood boarded floor).  
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The Transporter Wagons 

The concept is simple: roll standard gauge wagons from the interchange 

point, pushed manually onto narrow gauge transporter wagons; deliver 

to the destination and roll the standard gauge wagon off onto a standard 

gauge siding for loading/unloading. Loads in were primarily coal wagons 

and loads out milk tankers.  

In the Leek and Manifold’s case there were 5 transporters – 4 short (nos 

4,5,6 and 7 on the stock list) and 1 long. They were all manufactured by 

Cravens Railway Carriage and Wagon Company. 

 
The above photo of two milk tankers on transporters was taken at the 

Ecton Creamery loop. Standard gauge line to the Creamery on the left. 
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The coaches 

There were 4 pasenger coaches 2 first class and 2 brake composite 

thirds. These too had a ‘colonial’ look about them. Originally painted 

yellow, with the line subsequently falling under the LMS grouping they 

were painted LMS Midland Red. 

Both types of coaches were 42’ long, 10’ high and 8’wide, the width 

being considered by some as a bold move given that the track gauge 

was only 2’6”. 

 
Note from the work’s photo above, the 1st/3rd only had a platform at the 

1st class end. The other end had a guard’s compartment.  

 
Closure 

In 1932 Express Dairies closed its Ecton dairy which was the primary 

source of traffic on the line. In addition road transport and bus services 

better served the community and removed further revenue sources. The 

result was closure of the line in 1934 with track being lifted and sadly, 

both locos scrapped.  

Modelling potential 

Compromises have to be made if you wish to replicate the Leek and 

Manifold in miniature using stock track. 16mm to the foot works out to 

exactly 32mm gauge when a protype gauge of 2 foot is involved.   
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Likewise 15mm to the foot with respect to a 3 foot gauge results in 

45mm (1 gauge) track. But when a prototype of 2’6” is involved, there is 

no stock supplier of 40mm track or 37.5mm for that matter! Even in the 

smaller scales e.g. 4mm, compromises also have to be made. OO9 

seems to be the most popular. The correct gauge in this scale would be 

10mm but N gauge with a width of 9mm is used instead. 

The following is a list compiled by the 009 News (October 2013 

www.009society.com/october2013.pdf) showing what was available (and 

what was not) at that stage in 009 

Kitson 2-6-4T Whitemetal body including chassis - Centre Models - Out 
of production 
Whitemetal body to fit Minitrix 2-6-2T - Meridian Models - Currently 
available 
Etched brass (Frames and valve gear only to fit outside framed Graham 
Farish 08 chassis - RT Models - Currently available 
1st/3rd class brake composite coach Plastic body, brass chassis - 
Centre Models - Out of production. Etched brass - Worsley Works -
Currently available 
3rd class open coach Plastic body, brass chassis - Centre Models - Out 
of production. Etched brass - Worsley Works - Currently available 
Covered bogie van (L&M style) 3D print - TB Models (Shapeways) -
Currently available 
Transporter wagon Whitemetal - Centre Models - Out of production 
Resin, whitemetal - Meridian Models - Out of production 
Slaters produced a 7mm scale (O 16.5) etched brass and white metal kit 
of the locos some years ago but this does not appear in their current 
catalogue. Dorset Kits produce brass coach and wagon kits in the same 
scale.  
30 years ago Merlin Models, now defunct, designed a live steam loco 
model of E R Calthrop in 16mm scale which was a representation rather 
than a prototypical model. Because of its size and because Merlin was 
going through its death throes the loco never made it to production.  
The subsequent establishment of Pearse Locomotives saw the 
production of a 15mm scale Leek and Manifold model in conjunction with 
Garden Railway Specialists. GRS also produced 15mm scale kits of the 
L&M rolling stock. 
In 2011Roundhouse Engineering produced16mm models of the Kitson 
locos which obviously because of the larger scale are larger locos. 
16mm scale models of the L&M rolling stock with plywood as the base 
material are available from Yatton Model Engineering –  
http://yattonmodelengineering.co.uk/  

http://www.009society.com/october2013.pdf
http://yattonmodelengineering.co.uk/
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Scale and gauge 
In order to have prototypically correct rolling stock running behind my 
Pearse L&M loco, some years ago several of the Garden Railway 
Specialists freight wagons and coach kits were acquired. 
Covered van from a GRS resin kit awaiting bogies, wheels and 
couplings. Paintwork/weathering by Alick Horne 

With only one exception (one of the transporters which was styrene) all 
were composed of resin. This posed challenges of its own. Resin has a 
tendency to warp but fortunately this can be rectified by borrowing your 
wife’s hairdryer. I also added 3mm stainless steel plates to the bases of 
the three wagon kits. The plates added an appropriate amount of mass 
as well as torsion protection. 
Fitting of the couplings also posed challenges. I wanted something 
reasonably prototypical and the nearest I could find was white metal 
chopper couplings which were based on the Lynton and Barnstaple type.  
There was no easy way to attach these to the rolling stock so I ended up 
making my own coupler boxes and attaching them to the bogies of the 
wagons. Such a coupler arrangement I discovered is commonly referred 
to as ‘Talgo’ type.  
Underside of open wagon showing ‘Talgo’ couplers in unpainted 
form 

 
Recent acquisitions were Yatton short transporter kits and two Yatton 
coach kits. The former have been completed – ready for painting but the 
latter are still in their original packaging.  
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Yatton all third and combine kits 

 
I only recently established that my L&M loco and its original resin rolling 
stock kits are to 15mm scale whereas the Yatton items are 16mm to the 
foot. Something will have to give here and a hard lesson has been 
learned about scale as well as gauge because the loco was supplied to 
run on 45mm track so the bogies for the rolling stock also had to be for 
45mm. To facilitate the transporters operating on tighter curves all had to 
be converted to 32mm.  
Pearse live steam 15mm scale Leek and Manifold loco E R 
Calthrop, 2 GRS open wagons (paintwork Alick Horne) and 4 Yatton 
transporter kits (ready for painting) running on 32mm gauge track 

 

 

 

Take the train! 

 


